Introduce a deprecations like mode for giving ruleset authors clarification suggestions, warning about unused action enablers etc

2020-06-26 11:55 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
Category: Server
Sprint/Milestone: 3.0.0

Description

Related issues:
Related to Freeciv - Feature #879199: ruledit: detect unused action enablers
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #878153: rssanity: check enablers with req_vec_p...

History

#1 - 2020-06-26 11:55 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Related to Feature #879199: ruledit: detect unused action enablers added

#2 - 2020-06-26 12:37 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
Another possibility is to use the deprecations mode.

#3 - 2020-06-26 01:01 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- File 0021-warning-show-enabler-improvement-possibilities.patch added
  - Category set to Server
  - Status changed from New to Resolved
  - Assignee set to Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
  - Sprint/Milestone set to 3.1.0

Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik wrote:

Another possibility is to use the deprecations mode.

Done in the attached patch.

#4 - 2020-06-28 09:23 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

#5 - 2020-06-28 09:48 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Blocked by Feature #878153: rssanity: check enablers with req_vec_problem added

#6 - 2020-06-28 09:55 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Status changed from Closed to Resolved
  - Sprint/Milestone changed from 3.1.0 to 3.0.0

#7 - 2020-07-01 06:18 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

Files
0021-warning-show-enabler-improvement-possibilities.patch 1.3 KB 2020-06-26 Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik